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 In recent years, in order to further enhance the vitality of institutions and 
constantly satisfy the public service requirement which growth with the economic and 
social development, our country gradually reform institutions from all aspects. 
Worker on duty system optimization is one of the important aspects of the reform. The 
optimization of worker on duty system is one of the important aspects of the reform. 
Therefore, the use of computer scheduling to replace original artificial scheduling 
becomes a key issue to solve. 
The purpose of this system is to use computer to realize efficient intelligent 
scheduling, solve the produce problems of current domestic institutions for manual 
scheduling.  In  the  system  of  the  feasibility  study  of  the  first  stage  of  this  system,  
scheduling rules, module partition and function are described scientifically. Especially 
in scheduling rules of the system, fully consider our daily scheduling met in many 
situations. On the other hand, for the overall structure of the system, the realization of 
this system adopted by the technology, development platform, database design, and 
the kind of class, doing a comprehensive analysis method. 
Finally the system is used into a specific institution, the on-the-job personnel of 
intelligent scheduling, the result shows that the system improved the efficiency of the 
budget, and convenient inquire, simple operation, which can well apply to institutions 
of the daily scheduling. 
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